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Lexical Categories and the Luiseño Absolutivel

Susan Steele

0. Introduction

In Luiseño, a Uto- Aztecan language of southern California,

there is a set of six suffixes commonly termed "absolutives" --

-sh, -t, -1, -cha, -ta, and -la. The place of these suffixes in

Luiseño grammar has captured the attention of anyone who has

worked on the language. (Cf. e.g. Jacobs 1975, Munro and Benson

1973, and Davis 1976.) As Kroeber and Grace (1960:69) put it,

"...the absolutives are associated with the fundamental structure

of Luiseño and must be construed as one of its most distinctive

characteristics."

Kroeber and Grace offer the following description of the

absolutive suffixes.2

The overwhelming majority of nouns occurs in two forms,
absolute and construct. The absolute form is marked by
certain suffixes which we call "absolutives"... [The
absolutive form] is used when the noun is absolute or
isolated from context -- literally "nominative ". It is
also used when the noun is subject of a sentence. It is
retained before two declining suffixes, the objective
-i and the plural -am,- um, -m. The construct form is the

1 The Luiseño data in this paper is based on my work with a
speaker of the language, Villiana Hyde, over the last 17 years.
This work has been supported at various times by the University
of California, the University of Arizona, the National Science
Foundation, the American Council of Learned Societies, the
Wenner -Gren Foundation, and the American Association of Univer-
sity Women. I am grateful to the students and faculty of the
Linguistics Department at the University of Arizona for listening
to a number of earlier versions, and especially to Richard Oehrle
for his helpful comments and criticisms.

The Luiseño examples appear in the orthography introduced in
Hyde 1971.

2 Other Uto- Aztecan languages have forms which are similarly
termed the absolutive, although their behavior is not always
identical to that proposed here. See Langacker 1977 and Steele
1979 for some discussion. In addition, Kathy Budway informs me
that some Mayan languages exhibit an affix, also termed the
absolutive, that alternates at least with a possessive prefix.
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noun without its absolutive suffix; in short, the noun
stem. It is used when the stem enters into any combina-
tion other than with the objective or plural suffixes
just mentioned. [p.68]

So, we have the following:3

(1) a. huu -la "arrow" huu -la -m "arrows"
"my arrow"
"to the arrow"

no-huu
huu-yk

b. taana-t
no-taana
taana-yk

"blanket"
"my blanket"
"to the blanket"

taana-t-um "blankets"

I should emphasize a fact in this regard that Kroeber and Grace

do not: there are numerous forms which unquestionably have an

absolutive, although its alternation with other affixes as in (1)

is not possible.4

(2) paa'i -la "turtle"
nawitma -1 "girl"
ya'a -sh "man"
muu -ta "owl"
ne -t "pregnant woman"

Kroeber and Grace go on to characterize the absolutive

suffixes as "purely formal, that is, empty of content ". However,

"[f]ormally the absolutive suffixes characterize nouns; or,

perhaps more exactly, they distinguish nonverbs from verbs..."

(p.68). Although no examples are offered of this distinction, we

might consider the contrast between (1) and (3). None of the
examples in (3) involve an absolutive suffix, but rather the
tense /aspect suffix -qu,; in fact, none of pella, heela, and

3 The examples in (1) illustrate only the cooccurrence of
the absolutive and plural affixes, since the combination of
absolutive and object in these cases raises problems which are
outside the scope of this discussion. Examples are given in (13)
below of a string which contains both an absolutive and an object
suffix.

4 Some such forms, but not all, can be part of a larger form
(which in turn takes an absolutive). And, when they do, their
absolutive is absent. Cf. for example muu -mawi -sh "full of
owls ". For Kroeber and Grace this is the "construct" form of
muu -ta, just as huu is the "construct" form in the alternation in
(1a).
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tooya may occur with an absolutive.

(3) pella-qug "was dancing"
tooya -qug "was laughing"
heela -qug "was singing"

The characterization of the absolutive as providing the distinc-

tion between verbs and nonverbs allows the cases in (1) and (2)

to be contrasted with those in (3). But it is complicated by the

fact that there is:

another group whose meaning is such as to forbid the
noun's occurring in an absolutive situation... These
are names of organs or parts which must belong to a
body, and, even more rigorously, terms for kindred, who
must be kin to, and therefore belong to, their kin.
Hence such Luiseño terms, theoretically at least, occur
only in the possessive form of the construct.

So, we have cases such as those in (4).5

(4) po -na "his father"
po -yo "his mother"
po -ma "his hand"
po- kaxmay "his knee"

This paper is concerned with that aspect of the absolutive

emphasized by Kroeber and Grace -- the role it plays in distin-

guishing among the classes of the lexically meaningful elements

of Luiseño.6 The account proposed here is not entirely unlike

that offered by Kroeber and Grace, in that I will argue that the

absolutive is part of a formal system which allows the division

of the lexically meaningful elements of Luiseño -- which I will

5 Kroeber and Grace's somewhat convoluted characterization
of forms such as those in (4) is partially a result of the fact
that some of the terms that are "names of organs or parts which
must belong to a body" appear to allow an absolutive -- hence,
Bright (1968) gives ma -t "hand" and 'e -t "leg ". My impression,
confirmed by comments in Davis 1976, is that these are nonce
forms, produced by relatively sophisticated speakers under the
pressure of an elicitation session. Villiana Hyde accepts such
forms when I produce them and says that if ma and 'e were to be
used with an absolutive, this is the form they would take. But
she also says that almost nobody else would recognize them.

6 This paper ignores the role that the absolutive plays in
the syntax of Luiseño. But this gap does not affect the conclu-
sions offered here about the role of the absolutive in distin-
guishing among lexical classes.
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neutrally term bases -- into formal classes. The major differ-

ence is that I don't propose a primary bifurcation based on the

necessary absence versus the (possible) presence of the absolu-

tive into "verbs" and "nonverbs ", with those forms (apparently of

the latter type) that don't take an absolutive as requiring some

special explanation. Rather, the absolutive and the possessive

act together to define four formal classes, illustrated by (1),

(2), (3), and (4), each of which is semantically coherent in an

interesting fashion. Hence, the analysis offered here is more

systematic than that offered by Kroeber and Grace.

The first section of the paper presents the data. We have

seen in (2) that the absolutive is mutually exclusive with

certain other affixes on bases which accept it and entirely

impossible with some bases. But the distributional facts are not

yet completely stated. The second section suggests the pattern to

the distributional facts, the pattern which yields the division

referred to above. That is, the classification of bases into four

distinct formal types turns crucially, I will argue, on the

distribution of the absolutive and the possessive. The third

section goes beyond this formal classification to consider its

consequences. The interaction of any two characteristics of

Luiseño might conceivably yield an exhaustive classification of

(some aspect of) the language, just as the distributional proper-

ties of the possessive and the absolutive yield an exhaustive

classification of bases, according to Section 2. But such a

classification is only as interesting as its results. The third

section of the paper argues, therefore, that these formal divi-

sions have an important, and entirely non -necessary, consequence:

they yield classes which are well- defined on grounds other than

the formal ones which give rise to them. The fourth and final

section of this paper considers the implications of this classi-

fication for the characterization of the absolutive offered by

Kroeber and Grace above -- to wit: the absolutive distinguishes

non -verbs from verbs -- and touches briefly on its more general

implications.
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1. Data

The examples in (1) are interesting because they suggest the

possibility that there are sets of related words, words which

share a constant base but vary according to the presence of one

of a number of affixes, as in (5).

(5) X + Absolutive
X + Postposition

Possessive + X

This isn't the only such alternation, although it is the one most

commonly noted. Consider, in addition, the examples in (6);

these are like those in (1) in that the postposition and the

absolutive alternate, but the possessive is not part of the
pattern.7

(6) a. terne -t "sun"
terne -yk "to the sun"

b. kawii -cha "hill"
kawii -nga "on the hill"

c. moyla "moon"
moy -yuk "to the moon"

So, along with the pattern in (5) is that in (7).

(7) X + Absolutive
X + Postposition

More broadly, although uniformly without comment in previous
discussions of the language, such alternation patterns do not

involve the absolutive, possessive, and postpositional affixes

alone, as the example in (8) suggests.8

7 Which of the six absolutive forms that a base occurs with
is predictable for multimorphemic bases and depends on the final
suffix. For monomorphemic bases, the form of the absolutive
appears by and large to be an idiosyncratic property of the base.

8 The alternation in (8) has been obscured in some analyses
of Luiseño -- cf. in particular Davis 1976, Munro and Benson
1973, and Jacobs 1975. The proposal commonly is that Luiseño
"verb" stems are of three types, -i stems, -ax stems, and the
remainder. The /x/ of the -ax stems is deleted in some environ-
ments (never precisely specified) and retained in others (also
never precisely specified). The forms in (8), obviously, on this
analysis provide the proper environment for deletion, while those
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(8) a. heela -qug "was singing"
heela -nik "after singing"

b. pella -qug "was dancing"
pella -nik "after dancing"

c. tooya -qug "was laughing"
tooya -nik "after laughing"

As noted above -qu, is one of a set of affixes marking tense/

aspect; -nik, on the other hand, indicates that some action

precedes that of another.

(9) X + Tense /Aspect
X + Temporal

Six affix types participate in such alternations. Five of

them -- absolutive, possessive, postposition, tense/aspect, and

temporal -- are illustrated in the examples above. The remaining

one is the imperative affix type, illustrated in (10).

(10) heelax -am "sing (you all)!"
tooyax -am "laugh (you all)!"
pellax -am "dance (you all)!i9

in (i) below do not.

(i) heelaxlut "is gonna sing"
peelaxlut "is gonna dance"
tooyaxlut "is gonna laugh"

In Steele 1985 and forthcoming a different analysis is proposed,
parts of which will be discussed in Section 3 below. The segment
/x/ is actually a suffix -x, marking an aspectual value, which
attaches to -a stem bases and yields a base with different prop-
erties. The other two stem types mentioned above -- -i and the
remainder -- also exhibit a similar alternation, but the form of
the aspectual suffix is -Jö.

(ii) chagalagi-qug
chagalagi-O-lut

naachaxan-qug
naachaxan-Jö-lut

"was tickling"
"is gonna tickle"

"was eating"
"is gonna eat"

9 I listed above the six forms which are labelled absolu-
tive. The forms subsumed under the other five labels are listed
as follows (see next page):
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This affix type also occurs in an alternation, an alternation

involving the absolutive and possessive.

(11) X + Absolutive
X + Imperative

Possessive + X

So, each of the bases in the words in (10) has the additional

possibilities in (12) .10

(i) Possessive

no "1st sg"
'o "2nd sg"
po "3rd sg"

(ii) Tense /Aspect

Distant

cham "1st pl"
'om "2nd pl"
pom "3rd pl"

Non - future

quA "uncompleted"
uk "habitual"
ax/"ya "completed"

(iii) Temporal

nik "preceding time"

(iv) Imperative

am /yam "plural"

(v) Postposition

'eesh or man
nga or oto
ngay or ongay
tal
ik
'eeman
mkila
kwaan
xay

Near

'a "unspecified"

Future

q/wun/an/a an
"uncompleted"

"(along) with"
"at, in, on, by"
"from"
"by means of, with"
"to, into, toward"
"behind"
"in front of"
"for"
"alone"

l0 The forms with the absolutive in (12) have an epenthetic
vowel between the final segment and the absolutive -- i.e. heela-
xish "sung" pellaxish "danced ", tooyaxish "laughed ". In Langacker
and Munro 1975, this vowel is analyzed as a "nominalizer ". This
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(12) a. heelax-sh
po-heelax

b. tooyax-sh
po-tooyax

c. pellax-sh
po-pellax

"sung"
"he sings"

"laughed"
"he laughs"

"danced"
"he dances"

There are other affixes in Luiseño, of course, but all of

them are different from those under consideration in one of two

ways. First, some affixes, unlike these six, occur internal to

bases; the resulting (complex) bases combine with one of these

six affix types. One example of such a complex base is found in

(10) and (12), the bases which combine with the possessive,

absolutive, and imperative. A comparison of these bases with

those in (8) will reveal their internal complexity: each of them

includes a base plus the suffix -x. (Cf. the discussion in foot-

note 8.) Second, some affixes necessarily combine with a form

that involves one of the six under consideration. So, consider

the examples in (13), each of which involves a base, plus either

the absolutive or the possessive, plus another affix.

(13) a. muu-ta-y "owl (object)"
hunwu-t-um "bears"

b. po- ,waamay -um "his daughters"
po- kaamay -i "his son (object)"

In short, the six affixes which participate in alternations such

as those in (5), (7), (9), and (11) are isolable from other affix

types, in that they and they alone are necessarily external and

immediately adjacent to what we have called bases -- either

supposed nominalizer has the peculiar property of occurring only
between a final consonant and the absolutive; it never occurs,
for example, when the base cooccurs with a possessive; the second
form in each of the triples in (12) is illustrative. Analyzing it

as an epenthetic vowel provides an account of this gap. I might
also note that in the analysis I am proposing for Luiseño, there
is no place for a "nominalizer ", since that label presumes a
categorial treatment at variance with what appear to be the basic
lexical divisions of the language.
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immediately left- adjacent in the case of the possessive or

immediately right- adjacent in the case of the remainder.11

We concentrate, then, on the combinational possibilities of

the possessive, absolutive, tense /aspect, temporal, postposition,

and imperative relative to bases. The alternations in (5), (7),

(9), and (11) are important, but do not provide a complete

picture. Not all bases participate in such alternations, a fact

referred to in the introduction in regard to the examples in (2)

and (4). But those that do not are similar to those that do in

that they too combine with one of the six affix types listed

above. So, in addition to the non -alternating examples in (2)

and (4), which can be analyzed as in (14) and (15) respectively:

(14) 'X + Absolutive
(15) Possessive + X

we have cases such as those in (16) which combine only with the

tense /aspect affix type, as in (17) .12

11 However, in Steele forthcoming the absolutive and
possessive are distinguished from tense /aspect, imperative,
postposition, and nik on a variety of grounds.

12 The examples in (16) are of -a stems, but there are also
non -a stems which exhibit this pattern.

(i) konokni -qug "was green"
yawaywi -qug "was beautiful"

The contrast between the forms in (ii) suggest the difficulties
which those in (i) present.

(ii) a. 'av'a-an-t "red"
yuvaata-an-t "black"
pexa-an-t "hazel"

b. konokni -fö -sh "green"
yawaywi -jö -sh "beautiful"

The base in (iia) which is compatible with the absolutive (and
the postposition) is obviously different from that in (16) which
is compatible with tense /aspect only. The forms in (i) are
differentiated from those in (iib) by the suffix which each set
contains -- in (iia) it is -an and in (iib) it is -A, a form with
no phonetic content. This situation is like that described in
footnote 8 above, except that here the zero -suffix alternates
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(16) 'av'a -quA "was red"
yuvaata -quA "was black"
pexa -quA "was hazel"

(17) X + Tense /Aspect

With the addition of (14), (15), and (17) to the alterna-

tions stated above, the logically possible combinations of a

single base and these six affixes are clear. Logically, a base

could combine with only one or a base could combine with any two,

etc. Assuming that every base combines with at least one of

these six affix types, there are 63 (i.e. 26 -1) logical possi-

bilities. However, only a relatively small number of the logical

possibilities are instantiated. The eleven actually occurring

combinational patterns are listed in (18). Seven of these have

been illustrated already; examples of the remaining four follow

directly. In each case the number of the illustrative examples

is indicated. -3

(18) a. X + Absolutive [cf. (2)]

b. Possessive + X [cf. (4)]

c. X + Tense /Aspect [cf. (16)]

with the suffix -an rather than with the suffix -x.

13 Some forms appear to raise problems for this classifica-
tion. Most importantly, there are forms which appear to contain
two of the requisite affixes simultaneously. So, (i) is a form
with both a possessive and an absolutive and (ii) is another with
both a possessive and tense /aspect.

(i) po- mamawi -sh "full of arms"
(ii) po- heelaxvota -q "he can sing"

Steele forthcoming provides an analysis of these forms which
avoids this difficulty. In brief, mawi and vota are suffixes
which attach to a combination of possessive and base to yield a
new base.

(iii) [[poma] - mawi]
(iv) [[poheelax] -vota]

Under this analysis, the affixes can still be said to be mutually
exclusive on the same base.
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d. X + Temporal [cf. (19)]

e. X + Postposition [cf. (20)]

f. X + Absolutive
Possessive + X [cf. (21)]

g. X + Absolutive
X + Postposition [cf. (6)]

h. X + Absolutive
X + Temporal [cf. (22)]

i. X + Tense /Aspect
X + Temporal [cf. (8)]

j. X + Absolutive
Possessive + X

X + Postposition [cf. (1)]

k. X + Absolutive
Possessive + X

X + Imperative

(19) pomi -nik "really, very"

(20) tumaam -ik "north(ward)"
kwiim -ik "east(ward)"
'o -yk "to you "14
poom -ik "to them"
poyaama -ngay "always"
'ex -ngay "tomorrow"

(21) a. heelaxpi -sh "sung"
po- heelaxpi "he will sing"

b. pellaxpi -sh "danced"
po- pellaxpi "he will dance"

(22) a. heelaqa -t "sings"
heelaqa -nik "after singing (for

b. pellaqa -t "dances"
pellaqa -nik "after dancing (for

[cf. (10) and (12)]

a while) "

a while)"

14 Some forms which are compatible only with a postposition,
e.g. 'o in 'oyk, appear to be identical with the possessives. All
such mark 1st, 2nd, or 3rd singular. When we look at the plural
pairs, the identity with the possessive disappears, so we have
poom -ik and not *pom -ik. All of this set is analyzed, therefore,
as distinct from the possessive prefixes.
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With minimal exceptions every base in Luiseño participates in one

of these eleven combinational possibilities.

2. The Pattern

A single simplification reveals the simple pattern under-

lying the distribution just discussed. The bases that partici-

pate in two of these combinational possibilities -- X + Temporal

and X + Postposition -- are exceedingly limited. In fact, the one

form in (19) is the only one of the first type that I am aware

of; and there are maybe ten that could be added to the list in

(20). All of the other combinational possibilities involve open

classes of bases. The simplification, then, is to eliminate the

combinational possibilities with limited distribution. Thus,

there are nine combinations of affix types which can occur with a

base, and every base is good with only one of these combinations.

(23) Absolutive
Possessive
Tense /Aspect
Absolutive, Postposition
Absolutive, Possessive
Tense /Aspect, Temporal
Absolutive, Temporal
Absolutive, Possessive, Postposition
Absolutive, Possessive, Imperative

An examination of this distribution suggests the regularity at

issue.

First, there is an obvious difference between the absolut-

ive, the possessive, and tense /aspect on the one hand and the

imperative, the temporal, and the postpositional affix types on

the other, relative to their distribution in (23). Any combina-

tion there always includes at least one of the first three affix

types. The combinations that involve a single affix type are the

delimiting cases; the three such in (23) include the absolutive,

the possessive, or tense /aspect. But, any set of affix types

involving more than one affix also always involves at least one

of these three. That is, if any combination of affix types

includes the imperative, temporal, or postposition, it also

includes at least one of absolutive, possessive, or tense /aspect;
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the reverse is not true.

Second, while any subset of affix types which is compatible

with a single base will include at least one of the affix types

labelled absolutive, possessive, and tense /aspect, there is a

clear asymmetry: combinations which include only one of each of

these exist as noted, but there are also combinations which

include two of these three affix types. Where this is the case,

it is always the pair absolutive and possessive.

(24) structures the list in (23) according to these observa-

tions.

(24) a. Absolutive only
Absolutive
Absolutive, Postposition
Absolutive, Temporal

b. Possessive only
Possessive

c. Absolutive and Possessive
Absolutive, Possessive
Absolutive, Possessive, Postposition
Absolutive, Possessive, Imperative

d. Tense /Aspect only (i.e. neither Absolutive
nor Possessive)

Tense /Aspect
Tense /Aspect, Temporal

The pattern demonstrated in (24) encodes the basic observational

fact about Luiseño at issue in this paper. The bases of Luiseño,

the lexically meaningful elements of Luiseño, can be divided into

four major classes, those which allow the absolutive, but not the

possessive (24a), those which allow the possessive, but not the

absolutive (24b), those which allow both the absolutive and the

possessive (but not simultaneously) (24c), and those which allow

neither and, therefore, allow tense /aspect (24d). As we will see

in Section 3, some bases can be assigned to one or another of

these four groups on the basis of their meaning, others on the

basis of their internal composition, and others on a combination

of both. However, there is no single generalization aside from

the distributional properties relative to the absolutive and
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possessive which uniquely identifies the bases in any of these

four sets. If we are to treat the entire class of bases, it is

necessary to assign each a label -- i.e. a formal value -- that

allows it to be identified as a member of one or the other of

these four groups. In light of what this division depends on

the behavior of a base relative to the absolutive and possessive

affix types -- the reasonably mnemonic identification of these

four classes in (25) is appropriate.

(25) [ +Absolutive, -Possessive]
[- Absolutive, +Possessive]
[ +Absolutive, +Possessive]
[- Absolutive, -Possessive]

These labels identify the basic combinational properties of

bases, as well as revealing a pattern to their behavior which is

obscured in Kroeber and Grace's description of Luiseño summarized

at the beginning of this paper. However, their intuition that

the absolutive is somehow a fundamental aspect of Luiseño grammar

finds clear support in the categorization proposed in (25).

3. Utility

The categorization in (25) has certain obvious idiosyn-

cracies. The division among bases is not given in terms of such

traditional labels as Noun, Verb, etc., even in their more

current representation, e.g. [ +N -V], [ -N +V], etc. We will return

to this issue below. Given that the four -way distinction in (25)

is well- defined, the question which concerns us now is whether it

has any consequences. I will argue in this section that it does.

The bases in each of the four classes exhibit a clear, if rela-

tively complicated, internal coherence. Hence, it is possible to

predict which of the classes in (25) a base is to be assigned to,

once the base is analyzed as having certain semantic or composi-

tional properties. It is important to note that, although it is

possible to predict which of the four classes a particular base

may be assigned to, it does not follow that the four classes in

(25) can be explained on other grounds. Rather, having estab-

lished the four classes in (25) , it is possible to consider the <.
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character of the elements in each; and, since each class does, in

fact, exhibit clear regularities, the system is productive in the

sense that additions can be readily assigned to the appropriate

class. However, this synergy does not explain why the classes

have the particular formal properties identified in the classifi-

cation in (25). The formal properties associated with each class

must still be explicitly stated.

Let me begin by providing a sample of the bases according to

(25); the sample includes the examples illustrating the more

particular divisions in (24), but it extends beyond them. (See

Table 1.)

I. [ +Absolutive, -Possessive]

hunwu
hengeema-1
$ungaa
ku'aa
muu
paa'i
nawitma
ya'a
ne
teme
tuvii
'exva
moy
kawii as
heelaxlu as
heelaxmokwi
heelaqalmokwi
'aamolu as
'aamomokwi as
'aamogalmokwi
'av'aan as
yuvaataan as
konokni as
yawaywi as
heelaan as
'aamowun as
heelaqa as
'aamoqa as
'av'aqa as
konokniqa as

Table 1

as in hunwu-t
as in hengeema-1
as in $ungaa-1
as in ku'aa-1
as in muu-ta
as in paa'i-la
as in nawitma-1
as in ya'a-sh
as in ne-t
as in teme-t
as in tuvii-cha
as in 'exva-1
as in moy-la

"bear"
"boy"
"woman"
"fly"
"owl"
"turtle"
"girl"
"man"
"pregnant woman"
"sun"
"cloud"
"ground"
"moon"

in kawii -cha "hill"
in heelaxlu -t "is gonna sing"
as in heelaxmokwi-sh "sang"

as in heelaqalmokwi -sh "was singing"
in 'aamolu -t "is gonna hunt"
in 'aamomokwi -sh "hunted"
as in 'aamoqalmokwi -sh "was hunting"
in 'av'aan -t "red"
in yuvaataan -t "black"
in konokni -sh "green"
in yawaywi -sh "beautiful"
in heelaan -t "singing"
in 'aamowun -t "hunting"
in heelaqa -t "sings"
in 'aamoga -t "hunts"
in 'av'aqa -t "is red"
in konokniqa -t "is green"
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II. [-Absolutive, +Possessive]

na
kaamay
ma
pi
yo
kaxmay
heelax
'aamax
heelilo
'aamolo
heelaqat
'aamogat
heelaxvo
'aamovo

as in po-na
as in po-kaamay
as in po-ma
as in po-pi
as in po-yo
as in po-kaxmay
as in po-heelax
as in po-'aamax
as in po-heelilo
as in po-'aamolo
as in po-heelaqat
as in po-'aamogat
as in po-heelaxvo
as in po-'aamovo

heelagalvo as in po-heelagalvo "he was singing"
'aamogalvo as in po-'aamogalvo "he was hunting"

"his father"
"his son"
"his hand"
"her breast"
"his mother"
"his knee"
"he is good at singing"
"he is good at hunting"
"(for someone) to sing"
"(for someone) to hunt"
"he sings"
"he hunts"
"he sang"
"he hunted

III. [ +Absolutive, +Possessive]

too as in too-ta
or po-too
as in huu-la
or po-huu
as in taana-t
or po-taana

ki as in ki-cha
or po-ki

heelaxpi as in heelaxpi-sh
or po-heelaxpi "he will sing"

heelagalpi as in heelaqalpi-sh "sung"
or po-heelaxgalpi "he will be singing"

'aamopi as in 'aamopi-sh "hunted"
or po-'aamopi "he will hunt"

'aamogalpi as in 'aamogalpi-sh "hunted"
or po-'aamogalpi "he will be hunting"

konokniqala as in konoknigala-1 "being green"

huu

taana

"rock"
"his rock"
"arrow"
"his arrow"
"blanket"
"his blanket"
"house"
"his house"
"sung"

'av'agala

heelaqala

'aamoqala

heelax

pellax

hilaalax

or po-konokniqala
as in 'av'agala-1
or po-'av'agala
as in heelagala-1
or po-heelagala
as in 'aamogala-1
or po-'aamogala
as in heelax-sh
or po-heelax
as in pellax-sh
or po-pellax
as in hilaalax-sh
or po-hilaalax
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"(while) it was green"
"being red"
"(while) it was red"
"singing"
"(while) he was singing"
"hunting"
"(while) he was hunting"
"sung"
"he sings"
"danced"
"he dances"
"climbed"
"he climbs"



'aamo as in 'aamo-sh
or po-'aamo

naachaxan as in naachaxan-sh
or po-naachaxan

'aa'alvi as in 'aa'alvi-sh
or po-'aa'alvi

IV. [- Absolutive, -Possessive]

'av'a
yuvaata
konokni
yawaywi
heela
pella
hilaala
'aamo

as in ' av' a-qug

as in yuvaata-qug
as in konokni-qug "was
as in yawaywi-qug "was
as in heela-qug "was
as in pella-qufig "was
as in hilaala-qug "was
as in 'aamo-qug "was

naachaxan as in naachaxan-qug "was
'aa'alvi as in 'aa'alvi-qug "was

"hunted"
"he hunts"
"eaten"
"he eats"
"story told"
"he tells a story"

"was red"
"was black"

green"
beautiful"
singing"
dancing"
climbing"
hunting"
eating"
telling a story"

An examination of the glosses associated with the forms in the

sample does not provide any immediate enlightenment as to how one

might predict which of these four a base will be assigned to --

except perhaps for [- Absolutive, -Possessive]. The bases in this

class appear to always and only refer to states (e.g. 'av'a -qug

"was red ") or events (e.g. heela -qug "was singing ").15 But this

characterization is not obviously predictive of the impossibility

of the absolutive or the possessive, since some of the words in

each of the other three classes have glosses which are to be

similarly characterized (e.g. yawaywi-sh "beautiful" or heelaxlu-

t "is gonna sing ").

The recognition of a major division among bases provides the

key to predicting their distribution. All bases except for those

which are [- Absolutive, -Possessive] can be identified as either

including an aspectual form or as lacking it. (For a far more

detailed discussion of this property of Luiseño see Steele forth-

15 Those that refer to states have two subtypes, those which
identify properties, e.g. 'av'a -qug "was red ", and those which
identify location and position, e.g. ngo' -qug "were inside of ".
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coming.) (26) represents this division.16

(26) [ +Absolutive, -Possessive]
aspectual
non -aspectual

[- Absolutive, +Possessive]
aspectual
non -aspectual

[ +Absolutive, +Possessive]
aspectual
non -aspectual

[- Absolutive, -Possessive]

All aspectual forms share a number of properties. First, all

such forms are morphologically complex; that is, each comprises a

base which can be analyzed into a base plus some suffix(es).

(27) (Base, suffix(es)) Base

Second, the complexity represented in (27) is absolutely regular.

The internal base is always of the type [- Absolutive, -Posses-

sive]. The suffixes are drawn from the following set: an /wun /A,

qa, qat, lo, ax, qala, x /}ö, lu /ku, mokwi, pi, and vo.17 The

16 The aspectual /non -aspectual difference is obvious upon
inspection of a base and, thus, is different from the distinc-
tions introduced in Section 2. See, again, Steele forthcoming
for a more complete analysis.

17 Most of these suffixes have been identified in earlier
work on Luiseño. However, there are innovations in the list.
First, previous research on the language has failed to note the
presence of a suffix -ax, in addition to the suffix -x. (Jacobs,
for example, explicitly collapses the two.) But a comparison of
the forms in (i) and (ii) below makes the distinction quite
clear.

(i) no- chaqalaqi -A "I tickle"
no- naachaxan -j "I eat"

(ii) no- chaqalaq -ax "I am good at tickling"
no- naachaxan -ax "I am good at eating"

The forms in (i) are not -a stems and, thus, do not take the
suffix -x. (Cf. note 7 above.) Second, the alternation between
-x and -0 and between -an, -wun, and -fie has been the source of
analytical problems, as discussed in footnotes 8 and 12 above,
problems which stem from a failure to recognize the zero -form in
the alternation. Finally, the two suffixes -qa and -qat have not
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strings subsumed under (27) are of two different types. In one,

there is a single suffix (drawn from the appropriate set).

(28) Base + Suffix

[- Absolutive, an /wun /0

-Possessive] qa
qat
lo
ax
gala
x/0

In the second, there are two suffixes (each of which is similarly

drawn from the appropriate set).

(29) Base + Suffix + Suffix

[- Absolutive, lu /ku

-Possessive] x/j mokwi
gala pi

vo

The suffix that is immediately adjacent to the base has an

aspectual value. The contrast between the two words in (30) is

illustrative. That in (30a) with the suffix -gala refers to

singing over an extended period of time, although not necessarily

steadily throughout the period; that in (30b) with the suffix -x

refers to singing that need not be spread over an extended period

of time, although if it is it is steady throughout the period.

(30) a. po-heela-qala "(while) he is singing"
b. po- heela -x "he sings"

The second suffix in (29) has a temporal value, as the contrast

between the two words in (31) suggests. That in (3la), with the

suffix -lu, is given an English future gloss; that in (31b), with

the suffix -mokwi, is given an English past gloss.

(31) a. heela- x -lu -t "is gonna sing"
b. heela -x- mokwi -sh "sang"

always been distinguished. While they are no doubt diachronically

related, they cannot be treated as a single suffix in the

analysis that I am proposing. The latter occurs in a base which
requires the possessive; hence, if it were analyzed as qa -t where
the last segment is the absolutive, we would have a form where
the absolutive and the possessive occur simultaneously.
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In short, all aspectual bases in (26) necessarily involve an

aspectual suffix, whence the label. We can generalize across

(28) and (29) as in (32).

(32) [[Base]_Absolutive + Suffix(es) <aspect ( +time) >] Base

-Possessive
None of the non -aspectual bases is properly analyzed in terms of

(32). First, many such bases are monomorphemic. Second, those

which are morphologically complex as in (27) are distinct from

(32) in terms of the pieces involved. In sum, if the aspectual

bases share a number of morphological characteristics, those

non -aspectual ones share the absence of these characteristics.

Table 2, using the bases introduced in Table 1, illustrates the

division.

I. [ +Absolutive, -Possessive]

1. aspectual

heelaxlu
heelaxmokwi
heelaqalmokwi
heelaan
'aamolu
'aamomokwi
'aamoqalmokwi
'aamowun
'av"aan
yuvaataan
konoknip
yawaywipl
heelaqa
'aamoqa
'av'aga
konokniqa

2. non -aspectual

hunwu
hengeema
Aungaa
ku'aa
muu
paa'i
nawitma

Table 2

as in heelaxlu -t "is gonna sing"
as in heelaxmokwi-sh "sang"
as in heelagalmokwi -sh "was singing"
as in heelaan -t "(while) singing"
as in 'aamolu -t "is gonna hunt"
as in 'aamomokwi -sh "hunted"
as in 'aamoqalmokwi -sh "was hunting"
as in 'aamowun -t "(while) hunting"
as in 'av "aan -t "red"
as in yuvaataan -t "black"
as in konokni -sh "green"
as in yawaywi -sh "beautiful"
as in heelaqa -t "sings"
as in 'aamoqa -t "hunts"
as in 'av'aqa-t "is red"
as in konokniqa -t "is green"

as in hunwu-t
as in hengeema-1
as in Aungaa-1
as in ku'aa-1
as in muu-ta
as in paa'i-la
as in nawitma-1
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ne
teme
tuvii
'exva
moy
kawii

as in ne-t
as in teme-t
as in tuvii-cha
as in 'exva-1
as in moy-la
as in kawii-cha

II. (-Absolutive, +Possessive]

1. aspectual

heelax

'aamax

heelilo

'aamolo

heelaqat
'aamogat
heelaxvo
' aamofflvo

heelagalvo
'aamoqalvo

2. non -aspectual

na
kaamay
ma
pi
yo
kaxmay

as in po-heelax

as in po-'aamax

as in po-heelilo

as in po-'aamolo

as in po-heelaqat
as in po-'aamoqat
as in po-heelaxvo
as in po-'aamovo
as in po-heelagalvo
as in po-'aamogalvo

as in po-na
as in po-kaamay
as in po-ma
as in po-pi
as in po-yo
as in po-kaxmay

III. ( +Absolutive, +Possessive]

1. aspectual

leelaxpi

heelagalpi

'aamopi

'aamogalpi

konokniqal

as in heelaxpi-sh
or po-heelaxpi
as in heelaqalpi-sh
or po-heelagalpi

as in 'aamopi-sh
or po-'aamopi
as in 'aamogalpi-sh
or po-"aamogalpi

as in konoknigala-1
or po-konokniqala

"pregnant woman"
"sun"
"cloud"
"ground"
"moon"
"hill"

"he is good at
singing"

"he is good at
hunting"

"(for someone)
to sing"

"(for someone)
to hunt"

"he sings"
"he hunts"
"he sang"
"he hunted"
"he was singing"
"he was hunting"

"his father"
"his son"
"his hand"
"her breast"
"her mother"
"his knee"

"sung"
"he will sing"
"sung"
"he will be

singing"
"hunted"
"he will hunt"
"hunted"
"he will be

hunting"
"being green"
"(while) it was

green"



'av'agal

heelaqala

'aamoqala

heelax

pellax

hilaalax

' aamop

naachaxanp

' aa' alvip

2. non-aspectual

too

taana

ki

huu

as in 'av'agala-1
or po-'av'agala

as in heelagala-1
or po-heelagala

as in 'aamogala-1
or po-'aamogala

as in heelax-sh
or po-heelax
as in pellax-sh
or po-pellax
as in hilaalax-sh
or po-hilaalax
as in 'aamo-sh
or po-'aamo
as in naachaxan-sh
or po-naachaxan
as in 'aa'alvi-sh
or po-'aa'alvi

as in too-ta
or po-too
as in taana-t
or po-taana
as in ki-cha
or po-ki
as in huu-la
or po-huu

IV. [- Absolutive, -Possessive]

'av'a
yuvaata
konokni
yawaywi
heela
pella
hilaala
'aamo
naachaxan
'aa'alvi

"being red"
"(while) it was

red"
"singing"
"(while) he was

singing"
"hunting"
"(while) he was

hunting"
"sung"
"he sings"
"danced"
"he dances"
"climbed"
"he climbs"
"hunted"
"he hunts"
"eaten"
"he eats"
"story told"
"he tells a story'

"rock"
"his rock"
"blanket"
"his blanket"
"house"
"his house"
"arrow"
"his arrow"

as in 'av'a-qug "was
as in yuvaata-qug "was
as in konokni-qug "was
as in yawaywi-qug "was
as in heela-qug "was
as in pella-qug "was
as in hilaala-qug "was
as in 'aamo-qug "was
as in naachaxan-qug "was
as in 'aa'alvi-qug "was

red"
black"
green"
beautiful"
singing"
dancing"
climbing"
hunting"
eating"
telling a

story"

Now, if we examine bases in each of the seven groups in

Table 2, the regularity by which a base can be assigned to one or

the other is clear.

First, an aspectual base always includes a particular
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suffix. It should be obvious from Table 2 that the particular

suffix at issue decides which of the three classes [ +Absolutive,

-Possessive], [- Absolutive, +Possessive], and [ +Absolutive,

+Possessive] a base is to be assigned to. The division is

summarized in (33).

(33) aspectual bases

a. [ +Absolutive, -Possessive]

-an/wun/p
-qa
-x/p-lu/ku
-x/p-mokwi
-gala-mokwi

b. [-Absolutive, +Possessive]

-qat
-lo
-ax
-x/p-vo
-gala-vo

c. [+Absolutive, +Possessive]

That is, if a base can be identified as aspectual because of the

presence of a specific suffix -- and in most cases the suffix is

reasonably transparent -- its assignment to one of three base

classes is automatic.

The assignment of a base to any of the four groups remaining

in (26) assumes the absence of one of the suffix strings in (33).

The assignment of a base to a particular one of these four groups

is semantically determined. I have already noted that bases which

are [- Absolutive, -Possessive] refer to events or states. Addi-

tions to the list in Table 1, divided along these lines, are

given in (34).
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(34) a. wiiw-qug '

toonav-qug
nooli-qug
pati-qug '

samsa-qug
xilla-qug

'was making wiwish"
'was making a basket"
'was reading"
'was shooting"
'was buying"
'was raining"

b. 'alaxwu-qug
hika' ku-qug
pexa-qug
piwa-qug
tesi-qug
' aw' -qug

tu'-qug
ngo'-qug

"was ugly"
"was difficult"
"was greenish -blue"
"was grey"
"was bright"
"was sitting"
"were standing"
"were inside of"

The remaining three classes are similar in that their

members refer to objects; the distinction among them and that

which unifies each type semantically is the sort of object at

issue. Consider the examples in (35), all of which are non -

aspectual.

(35) a. [ +Absolutive, -Possessive]

hunwu-t
muu-ta
paa'i-la
tishma-1
gungaa-1
hengeema-1
ku'aa-1
palvun-la
teme-t
moy-la
kawii-cha
kwii-la
tuupa-sh

"bear"
"owl"
"turtle"
"hummingbird"
"woman"
"boy"
"fly"
"valley"
"sun"
"moon"
"hill"
"acorn, oak tree"
"sky"

b. [-Absolutive, +Possessive]

no- kaxmay "my knee"
no -'es "my tear"
no -ma "my hand"
no -na "my father"
no- kaamay "my son"
no- ,waamay "my daughter"
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c. [+Absolutive, +Possessive]

taana-t
too-ta
ku-t
huu-la
peshli-sh
kutapi-sh
'eng-la

"blanket"
"rock"
"fire"
"arrow"
"pot"
"bow"
"salt"

All the examples in (35b) share an obvious property: they

all refer to an object which must be defined relative to another

object, i.e. an object which must be part of a system. (36)

divides the bases in (35b) into two subsets to illustrate this

fact more graphically.

(36) a. no-kaxmay
no-ma
no-'es

b. no-na
no-kaamay
no-Oaamay

"my knee"
"my hand"
"my tear"

"my father"
"my son"
"my daughter"

The first set refers to body parts and the second to kinship, the

simplest and most obvious examples of objects which are defined

only relative to some other object. Body part terms and kinship

terms don't exhaust the subtypes of this class. Other bases

which similarly identify part of an object, like body part terms,

or part of a system, like kinship terms, are included here as

well.18

18 There are two sets of forms, illustrated in (i) and (ii)
below, which belong to this class, but which can be included in
the characterization provided only metaphorically.

(i) no-taax "myself"
po-taax "himself"

(ii) no -yaax "I try"
po -yaax "he tries"

The members of both sets bear a necessary relationship to another
object, but in a purely syntactic fashion. The behavior of the
members of the second set is too complicated to discuss here, but
it is relatively easy to show that the members of the first
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(37) po-maawa "branch"
po-toola "trunk"
po-kwiinama "root"

(38) po -'aash "my pet"

This set of bases are those which Kroeber and Grace characterized

as "belonging "; the characterization here -- objects defined

relative to other objects -- seems a clear improvement. In

addition, of course, this set of bases is now integrated into the

classificatory system, unarguably an advance.

The remaining two classes of bases in (35), in contrast,

refer to elements which have an independent existence, which do

not depend on some (physical or social) system for their defini-

tion. Although they share this opposition to the bases in (35b),

they are distinct fron one another on other grounds. All the

examples in (35c) refer to inanimate objects; the examples in

(35a) include both those which refer to inanimate objects and

those which refer to animate objects. (39) shows the internal

division in (35a).

(39) a. hunwu -t "bear"
muu -ta "owl"
paa'i -la "turtle"
tishma -1 "hummingbird"
,ungaa -1 "woman"
hengeema -1 "boy"
ku'aa -1 "fly"

b. palvun-la
teme-t
moy-la
kawii-cha
kwii-la
tupaa-sh

"valley"
"sun"
"moon"
"hill"
"oak tree"
"sky"

behave as described. The members of the first set are the
equivalent of English reflexives when the reflexive is a primary

argument.

(iii) noo nil notaax chagalagiqu,
I aux myself was:tickling
"I was tickling myself."
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But it is obvious that the type of inanimate object at issue in

either case is different. All the examples in (35c) refer to

inanimate objects which are either artifactual (e.g. taana -t

"blanket ") or naturally occurring but capable of being held or

carried (e.g. too -ta "rock "). The examples of inanimate objects

in (39b), on the other hand, all refer to naturally occurring

objects which can be impinged on by humans minimally, if at all

(e.g. teme -t "sun" or muu -ta "owl "). So, I will characterize the

former as artifactual or portable inanimate objects.19 What is

left then is to generalize across all the cases in (39) --

animate and inanimate. In fact, the characterization of the

inanimate objects in (39b) extends naturally to animate objects.

Both are "naturally occurring objects which are maximally free of

human influence ".

(40) summarizes the semantic contrasts just proposed.

(40) Objects

Defined by a system Independent of a system

Artifactual Naturally occurring
or portable and maximally free

A small number of bases exist which are problematic for

these generalizations -- e.g. yo -t "big ", where yo is a base

identified as [ +Absolutive,- Possessive]. But to the best of my

knowledge the number of such exceptions is exceedingly limited. I

will leave open the treatment of this small number of exceptional

forms. On a more positive note, the association with each formal

(non -aspectual) type of a semantic characterization actually

makes certain other facts about Luiseño more perspicuous. Consid-

er, for example, the bases in (41), bases which are [- Absolut-

ive, +Possessive] (and [- Aspect]), like those in (37) and (38).

19 In fact, all the bases in (35c) are characterizable as
"portable inanimate object ". But ki -cha "house" is also a member

of this set. However, as Jane Hill (personal communication) has

pointed out to me, in pre -Columbian times, houses were also
portable. The application of the term to modern houses has led

me to maintain the disjunctive characterization "artifactual or
portable ".
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(41) no- temeki "my sun"
no- tuviiki "my cloud"
no- 'exvaki "my sand"
no- ,ungaaki "my old lady"

The bases in (41) are internally analyzable as in (42):

(42) teme -ki
tuvii -ki
'exva -ki
gungaa -ki

where the first piece is a base of the [ +Absolutive, -Possessive]

type, e.g. teme -t "sun" or gungaa-1 "woman ", and the second

piece is -ki. Thus, the first piece may otherwise occur in a

word which refers to a naturally occurring object maximally free

of human influence. The suffix -ki changes the class of such

bases -- from [ +Absolutive, -Possessive] to [-Absolutive, +Pos-

sessive]. But if (40) is correct, the new bases should have a

distinct semantic character as well. And, in fact, there is a

difference. Consider, in particular, the last item in (42); the

word no- gungaaki "my old lady" is one (relatively inelegant) term

for "wife".

I have argued in this section that the four -way division

introduced in Section 2 above has a clear utility. A subset of

the bases which are [ +Absolutive, -Possessive], [- Absolutive,

+Possessive], and [ +Absolutive, +Possessive] -- the non -aspectual

ones -- have certain internal properties which predict their

behavior relative to the two crucial affixes. And the remaining

subset of each of these three base types, as well as those which

are [- Absolutive, -Possessive], is semantically coherent. Table

3 summarizes the proposals made in this regard.
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Table 3

I. aspectual

- an/wun/p
- qa

-x/p-lu/ku
-x/p-mokwi
-x/p-mokwi
-gala-mokwi

-qat
-lo
-ax
-x/p-vo
-gala-vo

-x/p
-gala
-x/p-pi
-gala-pi

H. events and states

III. non -aspectual = objects

Defined by a system

Independent of a system

Artifactual /portable

Naturally occurring
and maximally free

The possibility of correlating certain semantic or composi-

tional properties of bases with their behavior relative to the

possessive and the absolutive leads to a productive synchronic

categorization. Given the four -way division and the character-

ization of the membership of each class, any new bases entering

the lexicon that have been assigned a meaning will automatically

receive the appropriate formal characterization.

Reasonably clear illustrations of this claim come from

borrowings. Luiseño has borrowed a fair number of words from

Spanish. If the word happens to refer to an event or state, it

is incompatible with both the absolutive and the possessive, but

compatible with tense /aspect.

[ +Absolutive, -Possessive]

[- Absolutive, +Possessive]

[ +Absolutive, +Possessive]

[- Absolutive, -Possessive]

[-Absolutive, +Possessive]

[ +Absolutive, +Possessive]

[ +Absolutive, -Possessive]
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(43) 'ayuthar -quA "was helping"

That is, because it refers to an event or a state it is analyzed

as a base which is [- Absolutive, -Possessive]. Such a base can

be part of a complex aspectual base, which is, depending on the

particular suffix present, compatible with either the absolutive

or the possessive or both.

(44) po- 'ayuthar -ffl-pi "he will help"
'ayuthar- jö -pi -sh "helped"

The productivity of the system is apparent from this one example.

The single complication has to do with the absolutive. The

absolutive doesn't occur on borrowed words, unless, as in (44),

the borrowed word has been made native by its morphology.

However, if such a word, as in (45), is taken to refer to a

"naturally occurring and maximally free object ", it will never

be compatible with a possessive prefix -- i.e. it will be

analyzed as [ +Absolutive, -Possessive] in the absence of an

absolutive.20

(45) gaayu "rooster"
gaayina "chicken"
kavaayu "horse"

4. Implications

I have argued that the classification of bases into four

types, on the basis of their behavior relative to the absolutive

and possessive affix types, gives rise to groupings which are

internally consistent. This consequence of the classification is

not predicted by the formal properties upon which it is based.

Since the simplest test of a classification is the interest of

its results, the classification presented in Section 2 is clearly

not an accidental fact. That is, in the grammar of Luiseño, each

20 I can't explain why the absolutive should be precluded
from occurring on non -native bases. It should be noted, however,
that Spanish borrowings into Nahuatl behave similarly (Jane Hill,
personal communication). And, other languages show interesting
gaps in their ability to assimilate borrowings. For example,
adjectives are almost never borrowed into Spanish and Italian.
(Maria Sandoval and Gabriella Albanese, personal communication).
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base, each lexically meaningful element, must be assigned to one

of these four types.

According to the classification offered in Section 2, then,

the absolutive is not, as Kroeber and Grace would have it, that

which distinguishes "nonverbs" from "verbs ". Recall their

proposal that the possibility of the absolutive identifies the

former and its impossibility characterizes the latter. We don't

have a two -way distinction, of course, but, equally importantly,

the membership of none of the four classes corresponds precisely

to this distinction, insofar as the intuition here is clear.

Assume that "verb" is defined notionally to identify that set of

forms which refers to states or events. All [- Absolutive,

-Possessive] bases fall under this definition, but, as we have

noted, so too do a subset of each of the other three classes, all

the aspectual subtypes -- cf. e.g. heelaxlu -t "gonna sing"

([ +Absolutive, -Possessive]); po- heelilo "for someone to sing"

([- Absolutive, +Possessive]); and heelax -sh "sung" ([ +Absolutive,

+Possessive]). Thus, under this definition, we might group the

distinctions made in Luiseño as in (46).

(46) a. Verb

[-Absolutive,
[+Absolutive,
[-Absolutive,
[+Absolutive,

-Possessive]
-Possessive] (aspectual)
+Possessive] (aspectual)
+Possessive] (aspectual)

b. Non -Verb (or Noun)

[ +Absolutive, -Possessive] (non -aspectual)
[- Absolutive, +Possessive] (non -aspectual)
[ +Absolutive, +Possessive] (non -aspectual)

Not only does the presumed verb /non -verb distinction cut across

the divisions Luiseño presents, the distribution of the absolut-

ive does not correlate with it at all.

(46) raises an issue lurking behind Kroeber and Grace's

proposal in regard to the absolutive: the assumption that labels

like "verb" and "noun" necessarily play a role in the grammars of

particular languages or more generally the assumption that the
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same categories are employed cross-linguistically. Kroeber and

Grace are clearly in the linguistic mainstream here, as a reading

of any of Chomsky's works (cf. in particular The Logical Struc-

ture of Linguistic Theory) will indicate. The classification of

Luiseño bases proposed in Section 2 and further justified in

Section 3 suggests a careful re- examination of this assumption.

Since all Luiseño bases (with the possible exception of some

borrowings) combine with a subset of the affixes introduced in

Section 1, the grammar of Luiseño must specify their combination-

al properties. This part of Luiseño grammar is far too compli-

cated to take up here (but cf. Steele forthcoming); however, it

should be clear that one aspect will be the behavior of a base

relative to the absolutive and possessive affix types. The

classification proposed in Section 2 encodes this directly -- a

possessive affix can combine only with a base which is [ +Posses-

sive]; an absolutive affix, only with a base which is [ +Absolut-

ive]. As (46) makes clear, a division of Luiseño bases into

"verbs" and "nouns" has no predictive power in regard to this

aspect of Luiseño.

Conversely, if labels such as "verb" are to be employed in

Luiseño, they should play a role in Luiseño grammar. Continuing

with (46), then, we should expect that the set of bases in (46a)

will behave the same in regard to some property of Luiseño and

will be distinguished from those in (46b) in this regard.

However, to the best of my knowledge, this expectation is

unfulfilled. The analysis presented in Steele forthcoming is the

best evidence for this claim, but it is far too detailed to

reproduce here. Consider, then, a relatively straightforward

hypothesis about the two -way division in (46) where the labels

"verb" and "noun" would play a role in Luiseño grammar. Assume

that "verb" identifies that class of items which may serve as the

predicate in a sentence and that "noun" identifies that class of

items which may serve as arguments to the predicate. 'ari "kick"

is a base of the first type in (46a) and hunwu is a base of the

first type in (46b). The sentence in (47) offers an example
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conforming to this assumption.

(47) hunwu -ti nil 'ari -quO
bear- absolutive:object aux kick -tense /aspect
"I was kicking the bear."

Given this definition of "verb" and "noun ", if these labels play

a role in Luiseño grammar, all the members of (46a) should behave

the same, as should all the members of (46b). But, some of the

members of (46b) cannot serve as arguments to a predicate -- the

base yaax "try ", which is [- Absolutive, +Possessive] and non -

aspectual, for example. And some are not limited to this func-

tion. For example, hunwu "bear" in (47) can (with a different

affix) serve as the predicate.

(48) wunaal up hunwu -t
that aux bear -absolutive
"That's a bear."

Further, while all the members of (46a) can serve as the

predicate, not all can serve as the predicate in a sentence; some

are restricted to the predicate in an embedded clause. The point

is that an attempt to generalize across the required four -way

classification as in (46) is doomed; we need more distinctions,

not fewer.

In sum, I have argued here that the grammar of Luiseño must

refer to the properties of bases which identify the four classes

introduced in Section 2 and I have suggested the possibility that

none of these nor any combination is obviously translatable into

more "universally" applicable terms. This is not to deny that

languages share certain properties; rather, it is a caution

against presuming too quickly that we know what those properties

might be. The analysis of Luiseño bases entertained here can be

judged independent of this conclusion, however. Each of the four

classes introduced in Section 2 is entirely well-defined and the

resulting classification exhausts Luiseño bases (with, possibly,

a very few exceptions).

I return, finally, to the absolutive. While I have argued

that Kroeber and Grace's characterization of the absolutive's

function is wrong, the analysis presented here justifies their
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statement that "...the absolutives are associated with the

fundamental structure of Luiseño and must be construed as one of

its most distinctive characteristics."
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